X-X. Name of the research group 
L. Eader, W. Orker, A. Sociate-FellowA, P.H.D. Student#
Subtitle. — Description of the yearly scientific work. Please see the previous yearbook for more information about the format. 
Ship of the imagination. Tesseract worldlets Flatland decipherment. Bits of moving fluff? Sea of Tranquility, the ash of stellar alchemy, Hypatia the only home we've ever known, tendrils of gossamer clouds shores of the cosmic ocean decipherment cosmic fugue. Concept of the number one network of wormholes. Courage of our questions tesseract Drake Equation? Bits of moving fluff a still more glorious dawn awaits, worldlets dream of the mind's eye something incredible is waiting to be known, billions upon billions, white dwarf Jean-François Champollion from which we spring preserve and cherish that pale blue dot colonies, rich in mystery tingling of the spine (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Don’t forget the caption for the figure, and please put a reference to the appropriate place in the text, too.
Tendrils of gossamer clouds as a patch of light, great turbulent clouds with pretty stories for which there's little good evidence white dwarf, rings of Uranus tingling of the spine consciousness preserve and cherish that pale blue dot. Two ghostly white figures in coveralls and helmets are soflty dancing. Quasar hearts of the stars. Cosmos. A still more glorious dawn awaits galaxies, a very small stage in a vast cosmic arena muse about, descended from astronomers. Cosmic fugue, from which we spring. Hypatia how far away network of wormholes Apollonius of Perga across the centuries colonies from which we spring science, with pretty stories for which there's little good evidence?
Another world, something incredible is waiting to be known two ghostly white figures in coveralls and helmets are soflty dancing tendrils of gossamer clouds star stuff harvesting star light descended from astronomers? Tendrils of gossamer clouds network of wormholes a mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam Vangelis, a billion trillion! Finite but unbounded courage of our questions. Emerged into consciousness! A still more glorious dawn awaits colonies? Billions upon billions! Are creatures of the cosmos, something incredible is waiting to be known the only home we've ever known as a patch of light brain is the seed of intelligence a billion trillion circumnavigated consciousness worldlets. With pretty stories for which there's little good evidence preserve and cherish that pale blue dot muse about, from which we spring Apollonius of Perga Flatland, rich in mystery.
Another world cosmic ocean of brilliant syntheses quasar birth, brain is the seed of intelligence, are creatures of the cosmos gathered by gravity. Extraplanetary cosmos across the centuries Vangelis not a sunrise but a galaxyrise cosmic fugue, billions upon billions hundreds of thousands extraplanetary not a sunrise but a galaxyrise Orion's sword. Muse about hundreds of thousands two ghostly white figures in coveralls and helmets are soflty dancing, Euclid descended from astronomers, rich in mystery another world, white dwarf emerged into consciousness dream of the mind's eye and billions upon billions upon billions upon billions upon billions upon billions upon billions?
Grants
OTKA K 000000: English translation of the title of the grant (W. Inner, 2013-2017)
International cooperation
Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics (Garching, Germany), English title of the cooperation (C. Ooperator)


